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Wafer to Chip: X-ray Imaging for Reduced Defect Rate
New Method Shows How Smallest Damage at the Surface of Semiconductor Crystals Develops
into Large Defects / Reduced Defect Rate in the Manufacture of Computer Chips
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When processing semiconductor wafers, small surface defects may lead to large defects inside and to steps on large surface areas. (Figure: D. Hänschke/KIT)

Using non-destructive imaging methods, a team of scientists at
KIT obtains three-dimensional insights into the interior of crystals. They determine important data about line-shaped defects
that largely influence the deformation behavior of crystals.
These so-called dislocations impede the production of computer
chips. As reported in the Physical Review Letters, the scientists
combine two X-ray methods with a special type of light microscopy. (DOI https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.215504)
Even a few dislocations in silicon wafers can lead to defective computer chips and, hence, to undesired production rejects. “It is therefore important to understand how a minor mechanical surface defect
propagates into the depth of the crystal under typical process impacts,
such as heat,” says Dr. Daniel Hänschke, physicist of KIT’s Institute
for Photon Science and Synchrotron Radiation. His team has succeeded in precisely measuring dislocations and studying their interactions with each other and with external impacts. The scientists analyzed how a single surface defect spreads into an armada of hexagonal defect lines, while completely undamaged areas may remain in
the center of such a three-dimensional network. “The resulting collective movement can raise or lower large surface areas on the opposite
side of the wafer and cause the formation of steps, which may adversely affect the fabrication and function of microstructures,”
Hänschke points out.
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Combined with mathematical model calculations, the results allow to
better understand the underlying physical principles. “Models used so
far are mainly based on data measured by electron microscopy in
very small crystal samples,” Dr. Elias Hamann, another member of
the team, explains. “Our method can also be applied to study large,
flat crystals, such as commercially available wafers,” he adds. “This
is the only way to determine detailed relationships between the initial,
minute original damage and the resulting extensive crystal deformations that may cause major problems far away from the onset of
the defect.”

When processing semiconductor
wafers, small surface defects may
lead to large defects inside and to
steps on large surface areas. (Figure: D. Hänschke/KIT)
(Silizium = Silicon)

The new measurement method combines X-ray techniques at the
KARA synchrotron of KIT and the ESRF European synchrotron in
Grenoble with so-called CDIC light microscopy. The findings obtained
will help improve existing models for the prognosis of defect formation
and defect propagation and, hence, provide indications of how the
fabrication process of computer chips can be optimized. The number
of transistors arranged on a square centimeter of a wafer surface already reaches several billions, with increasing tendency. Even smallest defects on and in the crystal may cause thousands of these small
circuits to fail and the corresponding chips to be unusable. Industry is
highly interested in further minimizing the defect rate in the future.
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.215504
More about the KIT Information · Systems · Technologies Center:
http://www.kcist.kit.edu
Being “The Research University in the Helmholtz Association,“
KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the environment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to the
global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information.
For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, economics,
and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 26,000
students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science
by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at
KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their
application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the
preservation of our natural basis of life.

Since 2010, the KIT has been certified as a family-friendly university.
This press release is available on the
http://www.sek.kit.edu/english/press_office.php.
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The photos in the best quality available to us may be downloaded
under www.kit.edu or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone
+49 721 608-47414. The photos may be used in the context given
above exclusively.
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